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By Bruce Schwartz
About 30 people attended an organizational meeting of the MIT Student Mobilization Committee Wednesday night in the Student Center. The meeting, chaired by Stu Singer '71, had been called to revive SMA before in order to build toward the massive antiwar demonstrations planned by national SMC for April 15. Those demonstrations, which are planned for virtually every major city and many other places, were decided upon at an SMC national conference in Cleveland last weekend, which was attended by over 4000 delegates.

Discussion at the Wednesday night meeting centered around building support and enthusiasm for the protests, and setting up publicity to attract participants to the New England Antiwar Conference set for MIT the weekend of February 27-29. Virtually every antiwar group in New England will be represented, Singer said, including SMA and New Mobe.

The aim of SMC at the moment, he continued, was to make the April 15 demonstrations the biggest in U.S. history. But several people expressed skepticism, citing the 'Vietnamization' program as an example that the war isn't ending but that President Nixon has managed to convince many people that it is. They questioned whether further October 15-style demonstrations could move the President. Many expressed visible frustration with the course of events, and some favored more radical activities.

'More radical activities' was the topic when the meeting began at 7:30 pm, as 3 representatives of TDA showed up to inform people of the group's plans. They said 'group discipline' would be informal, and that they contemplated no violent behavior, but expected the police might 'riot like they did in Northeast.' Singer argued with one member of the group that such lax discipline would probably lead to confrontation with the police, and that it was 'not in the movement's interest' since the police have all the weapons and, further, the violence requires moderate support. SMA's strategy for ending the war has been and remains one of building as broad a base as possible for massive demonstrations.

The TDA representatives responded that 'the war hasn't ended,' but Singer noted that by claiming Lyndon Johnson's decision not to run for re-election and to end the bombing of North Vietnam constricted partial victories for the movement. He speculated that without the antiwar demonstrations 'we might have put 2 million men into Vietnam and just wiped it out.'

MIT-SMC plans at the moment only to build awareness of the forthcoming demonstrations through leafleting and similar activities. A booth will be set up in Building 10 next week to distribute literature. In addition, SMC will probably act in concert with MITSDS when that group picks the MIT police here on March 4th; and they will try to inject discussion of April 15 into the program presented by the Union of Concerned Scientists on the same date.

Stone to speak March 4

(Continued from page 11)

rington. Professor Abram Chayes, who co-authored a recent anti-ABM book withWarner, will chair the meeting. Marvin Goldberger, former member of the President's Science Advisory Commission, Dr. Leonard Rodberg of the Institute for Policy Studies, and Professors Marvin Mandelbaum of Harvard, will speak at the Wednesday morning meeting, which will be chaired by George Rathjens, Professor of Political Science at MIT.

I.F. Stone, crusading socialist and publisher of I.F. Stone's Weekly, and retired Canadian General E.L. Burns will appear at the Wednesday afternoon symposium. General Burns was commander of the U.N. peace-keeping force in the Middle East and Canadian delegate to the Geneva Disarmament Conference. Salvador Luria, MIT Professor of Biology and 1969 Nobel Laureate, will chair the meeting.
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